The World’s Most Proven
Five-Brush Machine

Tens of millions of vehicles have emerged shiny and
spotless from the legendary Soft Gloss MAXX 5, making
it the industry’s most popular five-brush friction car wash.
Designed to offer unparalleled quality and durability, this
proven machine will raise customer satisfaction levels—
and profits—for years to come.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• LED Lighting Package Option.
More than 30 LED lights for a
more colorful, engaging car wash—
plus, new enhanced directional lighting
for greater safety. Retrofit kits available
for existing machines.
• Aircraft Aluminum Gantry Frame.
Super-tough aluminum frame
won’t rust or corrode, even under
extreme conditions, and will last
for years of dependable performance
and operation.

• Exclusive FoamBrite Brushes.
The cut and weight of this lightweight
material are exclusive to Ryko and
designed to deliver a detailed wash
without vehicle damage. The five
FoamBrite rotating brushes thoroughly
clean the entire vehicle quickly,
maximizing your throughput and
your profits.

• Electronic Vehicle Detection and Tall
Side Brushes.
These features ensure optimal cleaning
results for cars of all sizes—from minis
to truck duallies—every time.

• Chemical Injection Panel.
Onboard foaming chamber creates
a richer and thicker foam for a better
chemical show that’s easier to maintain.
A 60 percent smaller footprint takes up
less room too!
• Virtual Treadle.
Sensors detect the vehicle and alert the
driver for a perfectly positioned wash
every time. No bulky floor plates that
are prone to breaking and can create
customer confusion.

PROFITABLE OPTIONS

The World’s Most Proven
Five-Brush Machine

Push your profits higher with any of these add-ons:

• LED lighting package with more than 30 new LED lights for
a more colorful, engaging car wash—plus new, enhanced
directional lighting for greater safety.
• Wheel scrub or wheel wash provides extra cleaning power
where vehicles need it most—the wheel rims and tires.

• ColorWave finishing curtain delivers a thick foam curtain for an
extra WOW that will set your wash apart from the competition
and raise your average ticket in tighter bay spaces.

• Onboard dryers offer uniform high-performance drying in tighter
bay spaces.
• RainShield protectant protects vehicle body and glass surfaces
from corrosives, oxidation and UV rays while improving visibility,
enhancing color and shine, and repelling water.
• Water reclamation system minimizes the amount of fresh city
water used.
• HP turbo wash provides effective high-pressure cleaning of
wheels and rocker panels.

• Rotating rocker blaster and under-chassis wash annihilate
grime buildup.
• Spot-free rinse reduces contaminants to eliminate spots.

SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Vehicle Height

84"

Maximum Vehicle Width

95"

Water (min)
Air (min)

Electrical (basic)

40 PSI @ 40 GPM, 1"
100 PSI @ 3 CFM, 3/8"
208/230V AC, 60 HZ, 3 Phase,
and 120V AC, 60 HZ, 1 Phase
OR 460V AC, 60 HZ, 3 Phase,
and 120V AC, 60 HZ, 1 Phase

Bay Length

34’-4” upward based upon
dependent configuration

Bay Width

15’-2” upward based upon
dependent configuration

Ryko 360 is a complete car wash program that offers
everything you need to keep your car wash business
running smooth and boost your profits. Our national
service coverage can’t be beat. From hands-on training to
quality products and parts, Ryko is truly the only source
you need.
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